In space development, early anomaly detections of the space systems, especially detecting symptom of anomaly, and early measures against them are very important. In this study, we introduce a model acquisition method for spacecraft telemetry data using multivariate statistical tools and auto anomaly detection with the acquired model. We expand conventional limit checking to more adaptive one by considering relationship of telemetry data series using Kernel PCA. This study is aimed for reducing the cost of the modeling of spacecraft systems and improving the anomaly detecting accuracy. We applied our study to a real satellite telemetry data provided from Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), and detected not only anomalies but symptom of anomalies that conventional limit checking can not detect.
Introduction
In space development, the success of the mission with high probability is very important because it needs a large amount of funds. However, it is difficult to develop spacecrafts with high reliability, because the space environment is severe and it is hard to predict it, and because we can not repair the spacecraft basically. In late years, failures of spacecrafts are reported, for example, Engineering Test Satellite "KIKU No.8" (ETS-VIII) and X-ray Astronomy Satellite "SUZAKU" (ASTRO-EII) in January, Solar Physics Satellite "HINODE" (SOLAR-B) in February, Wideband InterNetworking engineering test and Demonstration Satellite "KIZUNA" (WINDS) in March, SELenological and Engineering Explorer satellite "KAGUYA" (SELENE) in April. Therefore an early detection of anomaly and an early measure against the anomaly are important. It is reported that some small changes which seem to be symptom of anomalies were observed before the conventional critical anomalies of the satellite. It is very important to recognize them reliably and take immediate measures when we push forward future space development.
However, it is very difficult in real world to find such anomalies reliably. Earth station operators downlink and monitor housekeeping data of the satellite to obtain the status of it, but telemetry data of the satellite is too large (several hundred to several thousand scale data series) for them to check all of them. It should be possible to monitor all the data series of the systems by the experts, but it is difficult because satellite operators and designers tend to be different, and for this reason it is the present conditions that the operators cannot perform detailed monitoring. In addition, the monitoring by the operators is also difficult because of the aspect of the cost when the operation of the satellite becomes long. Therefore we suggest an automatic anomaly detection system in this study.
In conventional studies of the anomaly detection / trouble diagnosis systems of the spacecraft, there were a limit checking, a model-based diagnosis system, and an expert system. They were characterized by their model-based system by the experts. However, there are the uncertainty of the space environment, the incompleteness of the model by the expert, and the high cost of the modeling, and it is the present condition that enough result is not provided for the cost. In addition, in late years there is an opinion that a system supporting trouble diagnosis by the operators such as the presentation of detected anomaly data is more useful of the reliability than conventional low trouble diagnosis system of the reliability.
Therefore in this study we suggest an anomaly detecting system with a model acquisition from the data series and a anomaly degree computing using statistical knowledge, which makes up for shortcomings of the conventional system. Recently data-based approaches like this are proposed 1)2) , and they have interesting result. Here, we assume that this system is used as an operating support system in earth station. In addition, we think that it is possible to use for data analysis at the time of ground check of the satellite system, or for the data analysis of past satellite operations.
In this study, a Kernel Principal Component Analysis (Kernel PCA) 3) is used to learn a model of the data series in normal time. There is a useful report 4) about the Kernel PCA, we applied this method to the telemetry data of the satellite in this study.
By applying the reported method, comparing new data with the learned model makes it possible for a system to perform as an anomaly detecting system that considers the relationship of the plural data series, which expands the conventional limit checking system. Because the model is learned from the data series unlike conventional studies, a modeling cost is lower, and this system becomes more detailed anomaly detection system. And because the using statistical knowledge, we can make an adaptive limit checking system for anomaly detection which is more sensitive and reliable than conventional limit checking. Fig. 1 shows the comparing conventional limit checking with adaptive one in this study. The conventional limit checking depends on the variance of each data. The experts of the satellite decide the limit of data considering the variance. If the data mapped, for example, in 2-dimensional space, their limits are plotted like a square. But this limit line is too rough to perform the detailed checking of the data. For example the conventional limit checking will miss the ☆ data in the upper picture. Compared with the conventional limit checking, our adaptive limit checking can detect the anomaly data ☆, because we consider the relationship of the data. 
The concept of the suggestion technique
The telemetry data series of the spacecraft are large and high dimension, however, we assume that it is possible to explain its system in a lower dimension, and we define the data model reduced in a lower dimension. Kernel PCA is used for a definition of the model of the data series. The Kernel PCA is known as the method that is effective against non-linear data series. As for the data series of a satellite, they can not be approximated to linear distribution (See Fig. 2.) , so we need nonlinear data handling method for them.
First, by projecting the telemetry data on the feature space and applying Kernel PCA, we get a data distribution model in the feature space to use anomaly detection system. The telemetry data should be in normal time. Here is important point that you have to choose the normal time correctly, because this anomaly detecting system is a comparing system between normal and anomaly. In real satellite operations, experts of the satellite will check its telemetry data hardly for the earliest operation. We use the data series checked by experts as a training data for anomaly detection. Therefore in the long operation this anomaly system produces an effect (In other words, the use in the earliest operation is not so good; of course you can use it with data in ground test as a training data). The data are mapped to the space which has the infinite dimension by using a Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel as a kernel function. From the previous assumption, the data series can be explained with only several axes (lower dimension) which have big axes of the dispersion, and a subspace is made from these axes (Fig.  3. ). We call this phase a training phase. By this dimension reduction and making the subspace, the system can perform the robust anomaly detection that is not influenced by the noise of the system. As an anomaly degree a statistical shift of new data from the model learned in normal time is defined. The statistical shift is not simple difference of each data series but expresses the collapse degree of the relationship along (Fig. 4.) . At the time of use for real, the anomaly degree is calculated online with the data which are already provided. Here it is enough the operators monitor only this anomaly degree to be provided thereby. And anomaly degree should sound the warning at time it beyond a certain value. 4) . We assume a data distribution consisting of L data points as training data series D, which is of the satellite telemetry data in normal time. The satellite has d dimensions data, it is various d sensors outputs, for example battery voltage, temperature, controlled variable and so on, and data series D has N data points. Then D is separated to n point's data series .
We get a subspace V of the D k using Kernel PCA. By reducing dimensions of V, a subspace W used in this anomaly detection is defined.
Kernel PCA is extended standard PCA to non-linear data distributions. These data points are mapped into a higher-dimensional feature space with projection Φ .
(1) If you use Gaussian RBF kernel as this projection Φ , it is known that this feature space has infinity dimensional space. This computing is too complex but there is a trick that the PCA can be computed only with scalar products of
, here we use Gaussian RBF kernel as the kernel function.
(2)
The subspace V which contains the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix in feature space is a linear combination of points
The vector is the mean of The subspace W which is reduced to a lower dimension is defined with q the number of principal components. The subspace W contains the first q eigenvectors of V.
Calculation of the anomaly degree with a statistical shift
The statistical shift is defined by comparing learned subspace V with new data point z which you want to check. With the number q, we get the anomaly degree p(z).
As anomaly measure, we use the reconstruction error in feature space. As a result, ) (z p can be expressed as (10) The physical meaning of the value ) (z p is the distance between ) (z WΦ and ) (z Φ . The vector ) (z WΦ is projection of ) (z Φ to q principal components subspace, and then the vector ) (z p is remainder not projected learned subspace (Fig. 6.) . 
Experiment and consideration
We applied this study to the real telemetry data of a satellite provided from Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). These telemetry data are for about two weeks including failure time, and 21 sensors output of a subsystem in the satellite (Fig. 7.) .
The data D is separated to 100 data points' vectors D k . The satellite telemetry data D is cyclic data, so the vectors D k are chosen as training data series in normal time, and test data is a vector z which is middle in a next cycle censor data of D' k (Fig. 8.) . Here the training data and test data vectors are normalized (
). This is because that there are a lot of sensors which have different range of data. So if you use the row data simply, the wide range data have a considerable impact on the result of anomaly detection.
The training data series D k slips one by one corresponding to test data z slips to time direction. When a new data vector z comes in, anomaly degree of z is calculated sequentially with training data corresponding to z. In this experiment, dispersion parameter σ in Gaussian RBF kernel is tuned to reduce anomaly degree against the data in normal time (computing as test data equal training data). There are some methods for tuning parameters; the most famous method is cross-validation 5) . Here, the dispersion parameter σ value is 10. If you choose this value too large, it is known that the anomaly degree result become similar to linear PCA. Conversely if you choose it small, the sensitivity of anomaly detection gets higher. However, you must choose the right value to work the anomaly detection well. And the number q of principal components of training data is 30. We chose the number from distribution of the data variance. You have to choose the number of principal components considering that it does not include zero elements in the eigenvalues of covariance matrix. It is good for the sensitive anomaly
detection to choose the number as large as possible.
In this satellite case, the failure occurs at sample number 51000 (Fig. 9.) . Some sensor's data saturated at the time, and after the time the output did not recovered. Here we show only one sensor's output as an example, but other sensors output include fault data in the same time. The anomaly degree is calculated high at the same time of sensor's failure occurring correctly. But after the sample number 55000, anomaly degrees get smaller because training data for them are chosen in failure time telemetry data. We should use some other past cycle data to improve accuracy of anomaly detection.
And another point of focus is that before beginning point of failure the anomaly degree is high in some spots, especially you can find them in last three cycles of telemetry data. In fact, the sensor's output log has little symptom of anomalies in last three cycles. The symptom of anomalies are reported from experts of the satellite. But conventional anomaly detection system can not detect these anomalies, because, for example, conventional limit checking works only if the data exceed upper or lower threshold level. In this case, the data do not exceed the threshold level, they are within normal level. Our anomaly detection checks their relationship, not their single value, here the relationship is different from previous training data's one. Therefore the anomaly degrees are calculated larger than other data points.
To alert the anomaly detection it is enough that we decide a threshold level against only this calculated anomaly degree. This decision of the threshold level means decision of the threshold level against all sensors data relationships. We decide it, for example, on the basis of three sigma method. show the result of anomaly detection using linear PCA 6) and One Class Support Vector Machine (SVM) 7)8) to compare with Kernel PCA. The linear PCA can detect neither critical anomaly nor symptom of anomaly. Instead, the linear PCA detects the big change points of the data series. This is because the linear PCA can handle only the data series which can be approximated linear distribution. But the telemetry data series have non-linear distributions (See Fig. 2.) , so you can not handle these data in original space. In this experiment, the anomaly degree is reconstruction error with linear PCA. The One Class SVM is known as a non-linear classification machine. It also uses kernel function (Gaussian RBF kernel) in this experiment. The One Class SVM detects the critical anomaly (data saturating), but it can not detect the symptom of anomaly (The anomaly degrees are same level as others within normal time). The disjunction data in original space are mapped near the origin point in feature space projected with Gaussian RBF kernel. Therefore the anomaly data can be separated from normal data. But here the One Class SVM does not work well. This is because the One Class SVM makes decision boundary which is a separating hyperplane defined according to a small minority of data points that are called support vectors. The support vectors are near the decision boundary. The data series generally include noise and outlier data, and data series near the decision boundary seem to be affected a lot by them. In spite of the all data Anomaly Symptom of Anomaly Anomaly Anomaly distribution, the One Class SVM uses only the data series near the decision boundary which seem to include noise and outlier data. There are some methods to improve SVM, for example innovating softmargin and ν-SVM, but they does not work well because they depend on only small data series near the decision boundary. Therefore the One Class SVM has a susceptibility to noise 9) . The Kernel PCA is more robust against noise because it arrows variation of the data series which keeps their relationship. The Kernel PCA can detect collapse of relationship of data series mainly with projecting the data series to some principal components. As a result of this experiment, anomaly detecting effectiveness of the Kernel PCA is shown. However thinking about their calculation cost, the One Class SVM has sparseness, its calculation cost is lower than the Kernel PCA's one. The Kernel PCA needs much calculation time which depends on the number of data points. If you analyze large scale data at a time, care for it is required.
Conclusions and future works
In this study, we suggest learning model method from telemetry data of spacecraft and anomaly detecting system using the model with statistical techniques. We applied this anomaly detecting system to real satellite telemetry data provided from JAXA, and showed its effectiveness. In the current anomaly detection system, it is the problem that the high modeling cost of the system and low reliability of the anomaly detection performance. But it is possible to solve these problems by this study. For example, in comparing with conventional limit checking anomaly detection, the old limit checking needs that satellite experts have to set the threshold level to a lot of data series, but in this study, we set only one threshold level to an anomaly degree which is defined by calculating statistical shift. And as another example, it was difficult to set the threshold levels to the sensors' data which depend on space (uncertain) environment like heat sensors or battery voltage sensors etc. But in this study, the data model for anomaly detection is learned from the data itself, it is easy and reliable to set threshold levels.
In Future work, at first we will develop this system for detecting not only the anomaly beginning points but also the sensor's number in anomaly. It is difficult to detect the abnormal sensor's number because the anomaly degree calculation is done in high-dimensional feature space in Kernel PCA. This difficulty is known as pre-image problem 10) . So if this system detects an anomaly, it is hard to explain the details to experts or operators of a satellite. Second, there is a problem that increasing of data points cause calculating time to get longer. This calculating time depends on the squares of the number of data points in Kernel PCA. There are some methods to improve this problem 11) . In computing time problem, however, this system has an advantage that increasing of the numbers of data series has no effect on calculating time. Therefore this system seems to be good for high-dimensional and dynamic (not slow transition and not long observation) data series. Third, in this experiment we use only a subsystem data series, not all system's one, but it is better that we have to consider which is better to use all telemetry data or a part of telemetry data, and if you use a part of data, how to choose the telemetry data series. Fourth, this study has some parameters, for example, dispersion parameter on Gaussian RBF kernel and the number of principal components selected in reducing dimensions of data. We have to select these parameters correctly. The best is auto parameter tuning. There are some methods to tune the Gaussian RBF kernel's parameter automatically 12) .
